protects its privilege and status by restricting access to the labor that generates them. 4 He has more explicitly labeled practices of peer review a "cartel" and complained of their preference for theory over data and their propensity to shield authors from critique by those who lack credentials issued only under their auspices, particularly by practitioners of religious traditions whom religious studies scholars represent in their work.
Indeed, it would be hard to deny some merit to these critiques. But Malhotra has further charged the academy with "intellectual corruption" and "cronyism" and demanded a free-market trade in the depiction of Indic traditions in which activist groups with knowledge of India scrutinize scholarly work on both India and the West, employing their own knowledge of India and her intellectual traditions.
6 I take, therefore, Being Different as the latest stage in Malhotra's campaign to speak back to the academy whose ranks, he has complained, are closed to him, and I will assess it as he clearly intends it, as a direct engagement with the scholarly world.
It is with that prior understanding of Malhotra's longer career as a Hindu activist opposed to the Western study of Hinduism and a broad acquaintance with his writing that I accepted the invitation to this forum and with which I read the book. I was relieved to find that he has left some of his more colorful language aside in favor of mildly selfaggrandizing tales of his clashes with (mostly) American scholars, but the result is Malhotra stripped of much of his fire. Instead, he trades in the broadest caricatures of Western and Indic traditions. Despite its length, the major observations of Being Different can be summarized in a set of pithy and reductive generalizations for which many of us would chastise our undergraduates had they proposed them: India is enriched by traditions of the embodied pursuit of knowledge but the West is constrained by its orientation to historical revelation; dharmic traditions perceive an integral unity to the cosmos while the Western worldview can only construct a forced unity of parts; dharmic traditions accept difference and uncertainty but the West can only respond to those realities with anxiety and conquest. In the process of erecting these neat and perfectly mirrored cultural formations, Christian and Indic traditions are reduced to mere cartoons of themselves. 7 For Malhotra, every Christian is a fundamentalist evangelical bent on the aggressive propagation of Christianity, and every practitioner of dharmic traditions is a philosophical monist engaged in the rigorous application of the "contemplative sciences." 8 So thoroughly unnuanced and two-dimensional are his images of Abrahamic and dharmic traditions that he frequently takes recourse to tables neatly displaying the absolute binary relationship between them. 9 In Malhotra's introduction, he announces his intention to studiously avoid any suggestion that dharmic traditions are multiple, distinct in their various expressions, or products of disparate influences. To put it in his own language, "If dharma is put forward merely as an eclectic collection of disparate ideas, it will lack the cohesiveness necessary to function as a force for change" (5). In these words I find well captured a serious flaw in the book's conception and design: its major claims about India and the West are assertions in search of corroboration. It would appear from the outset that Malhotra intends to avoid the evidence of history if it proves inconvenient to the lionization of Indian intellectual traditions on the basis of the dharmic principles he imputes to them. Malhotra's casual and thorough rejection of history as ill-suited to his goals leads him to attribute historical consciousness entirely to the sad and neurotic West, happily liberating dharmic traditions, the West's utter and absolute opposite, from forces of historical change and external cultural influence. The product is an uncritical promotion of a homogenized Indic heritage whose superior character, he argues, rests on the fact that it is protected from the forces of history because it arises from the internal religious experience of rishis who have reconfirmed its core insights generation after generation. 10 Dharmic traditions emerge with an organically and internally generated integral unity that is breathtaking in its bold defiance of the forces that the Humanities have long demonstrated shape all human institutions and human ideas. The title of his second chapter, "Yoga: Freedom from History," is just one indication of how adamantly Malhotra's method must and does deny that Indic traditions are subject to or products of material, social, or political influences.
Malhotra's antipathy for history, verging at many points on an outright anti-historicism, is also evident in Chapter 4, "Order and Chaos." His aim there is to demonstrate that the West "sees chaos as a profound threat that needs to be eradicated either by destruction or by complete assimilation," while "dharmic cultures tend to be more accepting of difference, unpredictability and uncertainty than westerners" (168). In many respects it is the book's strongest chapter. It compiles compelling secondary sources 11 and takes recourse to authoritative primary sources, its argument is cohesive and progressively developed, and a number of its claims follow directly from the evidence offered. But it is precisely for those reasons that the book's failure to meaningfully engage scholarly discourses shows through so clearly. 171, 240, 291) . In a single instance, at the close of the book, he mentions Muslims in a framework that seems to accept they are Indian by way of acknowledging that they share jāti as a principle of social organization with Hindus, a fact which gives them a place to "advocate their legal and ethical principles in the public sphere." He follows this magnanimous allowance of the rights of democratic citizenship to a religious minority, however, with the shocking caveat that, as Indians, they would, however, have to set aside their commitment to the killing of infidels (341)! Indian Christians fare no better, although they fare no worse. Despite a presence in India that predates their appearance in much of Europe, despite their establishment long before some of the forms of Hinduism that Malhotra celebrates, they are simply ignored, a social fact inconvenient to his absolute India/West, Hindu/Christian binary. Troublesome though they might be to an effort such as this one that seeks to simplify matters far beyond what the data will allow, they are also citizens of a constitutional democracy that Malhotra fashions as thoroughly Hindu. Malhotra has and will object that his project is not about Islam and that he is under no obligation to treat it systematically. While he would be technically correct on the latter point, here and elsewhere 12 he emphatically and repeatedly insists that his concern is about India and the West. For Being Different, however, India does not and cannot include those outside dharmic faiths. Whatever his more scholarly aspirations, there is no doubt his work can be-and may already be-used as a device to delegitimize the political subjectivity of non-Hindu Indians and offer support to those who would marginalize minority communities in India. In a book whose explicit aim is to "argue that the dharmic traditions…offer perspectives and techniques for a genuinely pluralistic social order and a full integration of many different faiths," the saddest, and, I think, the most damning of the book's failures is the absence of any meaningful discussion of actual, living religious pluralism based on dharmic principles in ancient or 
